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Gas-Discharge Displays: The Stateof the Art
ALAN SOBEL, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-The physics of the cold-cathode gas discharge is reviewed, with emphasis onsuch display-relatedaspects as the visible
light output and the use of priming as a method of moving the
light-e:mittingsite through the display. Displays used
for numerics,
alphanumeric characters, and computer graphics are described,
with attention being given both to commerciqllyavailable units and
to those which are still in the laboratory. Attempts to produce
gas-discharge TV displays are reviewed. Such related problems as
drive circuitry apd overall system cost are discussed,with emphasis
on considering the entire display system, including all the required
power supplies and drive-cireuit compoqents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

N SURVEYINGthestate
of the gas-dischargedisplay art,I shall describe currently availabledevices

and summarize researchwhich may lead to new devices.
This kindof survey requires attention to the interactions
I posilive space
among the display devices themselves, their driving cir4 chorge dens@
cuitry, and the end
uses for the equipment. Because of the
I
intimate relations among these three elements, isitnecI negottve space
4 charge -3
essary to consider them together rather than separately;
in general, we must be concerned with display systems
rathe.r than justdisplay devices.
Most display research and development is market oriented; managements see little point in funding work on
devicles for whichthere is not likely to be ademand. With
this in mind, thesurvey mixes an accountof the technology
I
’
I
with a limited assessment of the competitive situation, not
Fig. 1. The morphology of the discharge. In most display applications,
only among typesof gas-discharge displays but also among
the cathode dark space is very small and thevarious cathode layers
the other typesof displays that vie with gas discharges in indistinguishable. It is possible to have a self-sustaining discharge
without a positive column; in fact, the anodemay even be located in
the mlarketplace.
the Faraday darkspace, although thisgives rise to some unusual effects
We begin with a review of the physics of the,gas dis[I].
charge, and then go on to describe displays used for numerals, alphanumeric characters in general, and graphic
about 150 V. They thusacquire enough energy to ionize gas
and ilmage displays. There is some discussion of research
molecules. This ionization produces the cathodeglow-a
on TV displays,whicharethemostdifficultdisplay
region in the immediate vicinity of the cathode where light
problem because of the greattechnical difficultiesand the
and
more ions are produced. The cathode glow isthe visible
severe cost constraints.
output for anumber of devices, including the well-known
“Nixie” and mostof the 7-segment numeric displays
like
11. REVIEWOF THE PHYSICS OF THE DISCHARGE
the Burroughs “Panaplex” and the Beckman “Screened
In all of the devices discussed here, the electrodes are Image Displays.”
cold (except for the possible effects of electron or ion
At the endof the cathodeglow there is a relatively dark
bombardment); thermionicemission plays nopart. Elec- volume, the Faraday darkspace, which is succeeded by the
trons are released from the cathode(see Fig. 1)by posi- positive column. The column may be almost indefinitely
tive-i’onand TJV-photon bombardment. Once the discharge long, and the additional voltage required per additional
has built up, there is a sheath of positive ions near the column length is small. However, the positive column may
cathode. Electrons are acceleratedacross the gapbetween be vestigial or nonexistent if the anode in located in or near
this sheath and the cathode
by a potentialthat is typically the Faraday darkspace; 7-segment numeric displays are
usually built thisway. The positive column is an essentially
Manuscript received October 29,1976; revised February 1,1977.
neutral,
lightlyionized plasma. Since electrons are much
Theauthor is withtheZenithRadioCorporation,
Chicago, IL
more mobile than ions, they areresponslible formost of the
60639.
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current. Thereis ionization and recombination throughout
the region, with electrons andions being lost to the wtds
and replaced by more charged particles produced
by Lonization.
The positive column can be usedto produce light e.Xciently, as in the fluorescent lamp. The most
efficimnt
gas-discharge displays yet described have used the positive
column in mercury to produce UV which excites pl.13~phors. However, these displays have important dis,dvantages, includinghigh voltage and high operating ternperatures, and so far there are no commercial positi,Jecolumn displays.
Because the electric field in the positive column is ml.Ich
glow, different statescan be
lower than it is in the cathode
excited and thevisible colors produced in thetwo regicm
can be quite different. Bothregions are sources of both ’IJV
and visible light.
Several review articles anda book covering the physics
of the discharge are listed in thebibliography [1]-[6].
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repeated pulses with the aid of the charge stored in the
series capacitance a t each firing.T h e local firing is extinguished when the stored charge is reducedby supplying
another, smaller “erase” pulse
which causes firingat too
low an amplitude to recharge the series capacitances
[13]-[18].
AC panels can also be operated in
a nonmemory mode
in which an element emits light only as long as itis supplied
with drive pulses [19], [ZO]. This kindof operation is tolerant of a muchwider range of applied voltages and of such
panel parameters asgas fill and interelectrode spacing.
In either memoryor nonmemory modes, the series capacitance provides the isolation andcurrentlimiting
needed for parallel operation of a number of cells. This
capacitance equalizes the currentdensity in differentparts
of large-area cells, thus keeping the luminance uniform
over the entire area.

B. Firing, Priming, and Scanning

T h e firing voltage is afunction of the gas, its pressure,
and the geometry of the device. Uniformity of electrode
In so-called dc gas discharges, the electrodes are ~iin- size and spacing is necessary to secure uniform firing
mersed in the gas and are generally supplied with unilii- voltage among allthe elementsof a display; this can genrectional pulses. Once a cell or display element is fired, t l a t erally be achieved with reasonable mechanical tolerances.
use the visible glow from the
is, a self-sustaining discharge is produced, the impeda:nce Most display elements that
between cathode and anode
becomes low oreven negatjiIrt2. discharge (as distinguished from those that use the UV
I t is therefore necessary to limit the current, usually 3y output or the electrons) are filled with a Penning mixture
means of a series resistor for each cathode or anode. :[:E to reduce the firing voltage. Typically, this consists of neon
matrix arrays canbe operated in amemory mode, inwhich plus about0.5 percent argon.
The voltage across a self-sustaining dischargeis usually
a dc voltage lower than thefiring voltage is applied to 311
elements and individual elements are either fired
or E X - significantly lower than thevoltage required to initiate the
tinguished by suitable pulses superimposed on this [ 71. discharge, and thisvoltage difference or breakback is one
This typeof operation requires a limitingresistor for ea ::h of the ingredients of memory in ac panels.I t can also be
element, and these are
expensive and difficult to
fabric2 t,e used, in conjunction with appropriate circuit arrange[ 8 ] ,[9]. An alternative is to make the cathodes
of graphi te; ments, toprovide memory in dc displays. While the firing
this changes thecell operation so that itsON resistance is voltage for a typical cathode-glow display may be 170 V,
discharge
positive and external limiting resistance is not needed [:I 01. a swing of only 60 V or less isneeded to turn the
Still another alternative
is a pulsedoperation inwhich .t ne on and off, so that relatively low-voltage devices can be
applied pulses are too short for a self-sustaining discharge used to control thedisplay.
The discharge does not begin immediately when the
to become stable 1111, [12]. Neither of these alternatives
firing voltage is applied. There must be at least one
elechas yet reached the stage
of commercial application.
tron or ion in thegap, to be accelerated and toproduce the
In ac discharges, the electrodes are usually insu1at:d
first of the ionizing or electron-emitting events necessary
from the gas by thin dielectric films and the electroje
configuration is symmetrical, whereas in dc displayst 7e for breakdown. This requirement for initiating particles
cathodes and anodes may be quite different. Charge is leads to a statistical time lag in breakdown. In addition,
usually a few microseconds,
stored in the
capacitances formed by these dielectric filrns there is a formative time lag,
to the
and the resulting
voltage aids in thereignition of the dl: s- during which the breakdownprocessproceeds
charge on eachhalf cycle of the appliedvoltage. The dl.s,- self-sustaining state. Thesedelays can be reduced by incharge current and theresulting light occur in shortpulses creasing the applied voltage. Their existence imposes a
for the gas mixtures used in ac panelswith memory. A.1, a minimum pulse-width, below which the statistical timelag
typical operating frequency
of 50 kHz, the cumulativePI’- and theresulting fluctuation in light output areintolerably
fect of many pulses can be an average luminance of t:le large fractions of the overall light-pulse length and the light
lag
order of 30 &. A complet,e discharge forms in each htdf output, respectively. In ac discharges, this initial time
cycle. The stored charge also gives the display memoiryr: is important in the initial firing, butonce an element is
is supplied with a repetitivepu!lse fired, the sustain-pulse discharges recur with very low
The entire matrix array
voltage (the sustaining voltage) belowthat required to st2 rt jitter.
The required electrons
or ions can be introduced to the
the discharge. An additional pulse across a selected i n tersection in the matrix starts the discharge at that intlxgap between electrodes from a nearby discharge. Thisis
section, and the discharge sequence is sustained by [,he called priming, and it can reduce both the firing
voltage

A . General Types of Displays
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Fig. 4. The cathodes of phase 1 are dropped t o 0 V, while the reset
cathode is raised to 110 V. The discharge transfelrs to the first cathode.
The other cathodes of
are too far away to be primed by the discharge
at thereset cathode.

LJFig. 3. The use of priming to effect scanning with
only three drivers in
the E\urroughs “Self-scan” display. First step:A discharge is established between the reset cathode and the rear anodes.

(see Fig. 2) and the timelag. If the primingis sufficiently
intense, the firingvoltage can be almost the same as the
maintaining voltage and the firing delay drastically reis dropped to 0 V, while $51 is raised to 110 V. Again, the disFig. 5.
charge transfers to the nearestlow cathode.
duced [2 11.
Prilning can also be used
to effect scanningby insuring
that only the nearestneighbor of an existing dischargewill
fire w:hen voltage is applied to a number
of electrodes simultaneously [22]-[23]. Figs. 3-6 show how this technique
is used in the Rurroughs “Self-scan” dc display. The
technique makespossible the scanning of several hundred
electrodes with only three driving transistors at a great
saving; in drive-circuitry costs.
Priming is used in ac displaysto make the firing voltage
lower and more uniform[24]. It can also be usedto move
informationfromdisplayelement
to displayelement
1251-[:27], as in some reported versions of memory ac panels
and in the alphanumeric “Plasmac” displays[19], [29].
This ability touse one discharge to affect a neighboring
site and thus manipulate the position
of the discharge or
reduce the number of drive transistors is unique to gasdischarge displays, and is one of their major advantages.
Once the voltage has been removed from an anode- Fig. 6. By the same process, the discharge is transferred to the nearest
cathode pair, thecloud of electrons and ions between them
cathode of @3. A glow appears in frontonly inthose cells in whichthe
front anodeis highand thereis an active dischargein the rear; in other
takes some tirne to dissipate by recombination in thespace
words, only inthose frontcells which areprimed. Figs.3-6 reprinted
and a t the walls and electrodes. During this deionization from [22]; copyright 0McGraw-Hill, Inc.,1970.
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time, if voltage is reapplied, the breakdown voltage will i: 6:
less than in a cell which has not been firedrecently. Tt e
deionization time maybe hundreds of microseconds, dtI!.pending on gas, pressure, geometry, and the
effects I : ) f
voltages below firing potential on the electrodes i n
“sweeping out” thecharged particles.The lowered voltag 6:
is a limitation in matrix operation;
one must be sure thiilt
the half-select voltage is lower than will cause a recently
extinguished cell to refire. In self-scanning, it limits tkc:
scanning rate, but thiscan be circumvented by using maul c:
phases than the three that are
shown in Figs. 3-6. For e:!:..
ample, in television applications, witha vertical scan p ? riod of about 62 pdscanned electrode, Burroughs “Se1.IScan”panels
havebeen
operatedwithseven
scljn
phases.
111. NUMERIC DISPLAYS
There is a variety of these on the market, usually I:’..
segment numerics (with decimal pointsor colons assoc iated with some or all of the numbers) with2-10 digits i n
the same envelope. They are operatedon dc, are usuallly
multiplexed, that is, connected withthe cathodesegmerrls
as thecolumns of a matrix and the anodes (one per
digi.;)
as therows, and operated one digit at a time,at frame ratm
of from 60/s to a few hundred/s. The digit segments a r e
cathodes, and the cathode
glow is in close proximity to tt 6:
segments. Usually, the gas is the neon-argon Penning;
mixture previously mentioned, with a small amount of
mercury added to reduce sputtering of the cathode. In
some displays, notably thosenow made by Beckman (and
formerly by Sperry), thepressure is reduced from some 1CO
to about60 torr, causing the glow to spread and
cover tt e?
gapsbetweensegments,
thus giving continuous-1i.r e
numbers. Displays of this general type areavailable with
formed cathodes togive more complex messages, or larg c:
cathode blocks that can be used to illuminate masks for tt 6:
same effect. The cost
of special toolingis low, so that cu!i.tomizeddisplaysforspecialapplicationsarereadily
available.
Thick-film construction techniques have reduced tt e
cost of these devices. The numbers arebright, easy to read,
and areavailable in sizes up to aninch or more high. Even
though IC’s are readily available to drive them and tte
actual voltage swings are low, the fact thata 150-200-V c c
supply is needed has causedthem tolose ground to LEII’13
and vacuum-flourescent devices, especially in calculat,to:r
displays. However, for applications wheret h e q u a n t i t h
are less than a few hundred thousand digits per year,
gall,discharge numbers are still competitive, more so as t t e
digit size is made larger.
Large (as high as 6 in) ac-operated numeric displa:,rr;
have been built by National E1ectronics.l It appears easiit!~:
to build large-area, uniformly illuminateddevices for ;i c
operation than for dc. National also builds ac-operated
multi-digit numeric displayswhich include the abilityto
illuminate specialmessages, a feature of particular utility
This technology has recently been purchased by NCR Corpor.iltion.

in cash registers and other point-of-sale
devices [20]. The
multi-digit numbers use a kind of self-scanning, thus reducing the number of drivers well below what would be
required for straight matrix addressing. Operation
is in a
nonmemory mode, which relieves tolerances on the applied
voltages. However, the drive-voltage requirements are
beyond the range of integrated circuits, and this has tended
to raise systemcost. Furthermore, at present thereis only
a single source for these displays, which has tended make
to
equipment manufacturers cautious about
designing them
into products.
Developments in the near futurewill probably include
further work on low-cost fabrication techniques, aswell
as methods that enable a manufacturerto respond quickly
to a customer’s need for smallquantities of special units.
Gas-discharge and liquid-crystal manufacturers cando this
more readily than can LED or vacuum-fluorescent suppliers. There will probably be more work on reducing
the
voltages required [30].If ac numeric displays are to flourish, there should be development work on packaging the
circuitry, so that a user can simply buy this rather than
having to build it himself.
There has not been
a great push for higher luminance,
since the available luminance, in conjunction with simple
contrast-enhancement methods such as
colored light filters, has given adequate contrast for most applications.
There maywell be morework directed towards providing
a choice of colors, and perhaps multiple colors within a
single display, since the LED competitors are moving
strongly in this direction.

Iv. MESSAGESAND COMPUTER GRAPHICS
A. DC Devices
These areusually indot-matrix format,which requires
a large number of individual dots. As an example, a 16character display in one line is typically organized as 95
columns and 7 rows, for a totalof 665 dots. (If the intercharacter columns need never be lit,
then 15 columnsX 7
rows = 105 lamps canbe saved.) A display like thiscan be
much less expensive in gas-discharge than in LED technology, especially if some variant of self-scanning is used.
In that case, if the horizontal scanning is done as in the
Burroughs “Self-scan” (see Figs. 3-6), only 3 scan drivers
and 7 row drivers are required.An LED, EL,or a matrixed
LCD display would require 95 7 = 102 drive circuits.
In “Self-Scan” displays thereis no internal memory, so
the display mustbe continuously regenerated andthe information stored inan external memory. Neitherof these
requirements is particularly burdensome, and the information in the external memory is easily edited and otherwise manipulated.
Displays of this type are available with as many as
12
lines of characters, with each line 40 characters wide. (If
all the dotson such a panel are functional, thiswould be
25 334 elements.) There is no fundamental limitationon
the numberof horizontal lines,but thereis a limitation on
the numberof vertical columns. Sincethe dutyfactor for
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each column is inversely proportional to the number of been demonstrated using an UV-emitting gas to excite
columns and the maximum luminanceis determined by phosphors [34]. Gray scale, whichis easy to achieve in dc
the maximum safe current, the average luminance
is in- panels, is much harderin ac panels, but some schemes have
versely proportional to the number
of columns. Further- been demonstrated [35]-[38].
Memory on the panel is not an unmixedblessing. Almore, the scan cannotbe indefinitely fast, since, as we have
though
itis responsible for the luminance and the fact that
seen, thereis a minimum pulsewidth percell below which
operation will be too erratic tobe satisfactory. In practice, periodic refreshing of the display is not needed (the latter
it appea:rs that some 200 scanned columns is the useful is particularly useful when the link between display and
information source is of limited bandwidth.), itis difficult
maximulm.
memory. Several
There is no reason, in principle, that displays of this type to editor manipulate data stored in this
cannot be used for graphics as well as for alphanumeric schemes have been demonstratedfor electrically reading
displays, but this has not been done much. One reason
is out the information stored in the panel [39], and other
that for graphic display, every display element mustbe schemes have been demonstratedfor using a light pen to
to be accessed
represented in the external
memory, whereasthe memory determine what data on the panel are
for alphanumeric data need only contain a coded repre-[40]-[43], but none of these techniques has yet become
sentatio’nof the data., The code is translated into display-commercial, and we must assume that further developactuating signals by aROM during each refreshcycle. The mental work will be required.
Another problem has been the provision of movable
8-bit ASCII code can represent35-63 (5 X 7 to 7 X 9) elements on the panel, a substantial saving over a full bit cursors, which can be doneeasily with scanned displays,
both CRT’s and scanned dc displays, butwhich is more
map.
A choice of colors can be realized, using eitherthe UV difficult with memory panels[44].
AC panels need sustain voltagesof the orderof 130 V,
from th’egas or .the low-voltage electrons available to excite
phosphors. However, thechoice of colors is limited, and although the write and erasepulses that aresuperimposed
smaller. Furthermore, thereis a driver for
so far no selective-color displays have been announced. on this are much
Luminance is about 50 fL and luminousefficiency is low, every row and every column. Since there are so many
but this has not
been a problemin most applications so far. drivers, the cost of drive circuitryis of gr’eat importance,
New construction techniques should make thesedevices and many ingenious techniques have been devised to
less expensive, and a largerchoice of sizes can be antici- simplify the circuitry and reduce its cost [45]--[47].This
work has included thedesign of IC’s and discrete circuits,
pated in the future
if there is a demand for them.
techniques
for mounting IC’s directly on the panel, thus
There has also been some development of non-selfscanning dc-matrix displays, but noneof these have yet reducing the number of external connections [50], and
been truly commercially successful. Panels operated in a continuing work on reducing the operating voltages by
memory mode requirea current-limiting resistor at eachchanging the panel construction [51], [52]. The use of
display element, and this
is difficult and costly. (The low-work-function coatings and continuing work on imgraphite-cathode device mentioned earlier has notyet been proving dielectric quality andreducing dielectric thickness
marketed.)Onedevice,
whichuseda
combination of has been important in this context[ 5 3 ] ,[54].
Self-scan-like techniques have been demonstrated
that
of
“three-dimensional” addressing to reduce the number
provide for the moving of data across the displayby using
drivers and the pulsed-dc memory technique, has apparently lbeen abandoned for both cost and patent reasons priming to control the ignition or extinction of neighboring
elements [25]-[27],[55].Such techniquescould be usedto
[311.
reduce the numberof drivers; informationwould be read
B. AC Devices
so
in on a few lines and thenmoved to the final location,
Memory ac panels, such as thewell-known “Digivue” that only a few lines would need write and erase circuits.
(made by Owens-Illinois) are not limited in size by the However, these techniques have not yet reached comminimum required luminance. In principle, an ac panel mercial practice. One important reason for this is that the
is reduced, since twoor
with memory could be made in any size,
a t least as far as information density on the panel
three
electrodes
per
display
element
are needed to perform
lumiaance is concerned. In fact, Owens-Illinois sells 512
the
scanning
function.
The
resulting
lowered density of
X 512-element panels with about
X €PI2in of display
illuminated
dots
gives
a
less
satisfactory
appearance,
area, and has made and sold
1024 X 1024-element panels
too.
having four times this area [32],[33]. These panels have
is that employed
The dominant construction technique
been used both for alphanumeric displays and for computer graphics. In many applications, it is an advantage by Owens-Illinois: two plane glass plates, each coatedon
eleckrodes that areisoso that itcan be the interior surfaces with metallic
that the panel is essentially transparent,
used as an overlay or information can be projected on it lated from the gas by thin layers of dielectric, and that
dielectric in turn coated with low-work-function, sputfrom the rear.
Average luminance is generally inthe areaof 20 fL and ter-resistant material such as MgO [lS], [56]. Spacing is
luminous efficiency is a few tenths of lumen per watt, both maintained by a few glass spheres or rods, but these tend
voltages in their immediate
numbers adequatefor most currentapplications. Color has to perturb the write and erase
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neighborhoods and so reduce the panel’s tolerarce to
supply-voltage deviations. Other constructionshave been
reported; Control Data
Corporation’s method, inwhi1:11the
gas is contained within capillary tubes, with electro’c:es on
the outside, is well-suited to displays several feet Zcross
[57]. There have also been proposals to put all the electrodes on one of the two glass sheets, so that thesp x i n g
between enclosing glass plates would no longer affectthe
operating parameters[58],[59].Another advantageu C this
approach is higher luminance, since there are no opaque
electrodes betweenthe discharge and the observer.
:However, these schemes appear too expensive
a t preseni ,,
It is important torecognize that theac plasma paulel is
the only current real competitor to the CRT
for com]:~uter
graphics or dense computerdisplays. It is still anexpe:lsive
competitor, but the number
of units in service conti
nues
to increase. As more manufacturers enter the field,
artd as
(b)
its advantages in particular applications become imporFig. 7. Specimen pictures from the display with the specifications
tant, it may continue to expand. However, its meroory
Fig. 8 [62].
property will become less important (except as itafj‘ects
light output) as the costof semiconductor memory con$0 columnsX212 rows
tinues to decrease.
2.4-in wide by 6.3-in high by 0.63-in deep
Cell spacing: 0.030 in center-to-center
Nonmemory ac panels have
also been built. Inaddl tion
Color: orange-red
to the NationalElectronics-NCR panels mentioned 3arVoltage: 300 V peak-to-peak
Current: 2 mA maximum per cell
lier, larger displays, up to8 lines of 32 characters each: ;are
Addressing: line-at-a-time
[20].
manufactured by Nippon Electric Company
Gray scale: continuous
V. IMAGEDISPLAY
This is the most difficult application for displays In
alphanumerics and computer graphics, contrast
idc required; in image display, we need enough lightthat gxayscale steps can beclearly distinguished. Hence moreout?ut
is required, and this makes luminous
efficiency more Inportant. Full-color capability is also more desirable in
many monochromeapplications, white is a preferable c(Idor
to red.
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Interlace: standard T V 2: 1
Percentage of TV picture shown: vertical, 43 percent; horizontal, 12
percent
Video bandwidth: 3.3 MHz
Horizontal resolution: 260 lines
Vertical resolution: 350 lines
Peak luminance: 8 fL
Luminous efficiency: 0.1 Im/W
Contrast ratio with no ambient light: 40: 1

Fig. 8. Performance of a gas-discharge T V displa based on the Burroughs “Self-Scan” panel, operating in real time
621. Photographs of
this display are inFig. 7.

work demonstrated that gas-discharge panelscould operate at these information rates and that picture intelligA. Cathode Glow
ibility could be excellent, but they
also showed that subGray scaleis easy toachieve in dcdevices, since moc 11- stantial improvementwould be needed in luminance, lueven industrial or
lation,either
by dutyfactor
or current, is usualiy minous efficiency, andcostbefore
straightforward. However, in cathode-glow devices, the commercial uses could be tackled successfully. Consumer
luminance is limited and theefficiency low. Colordisplays TV, with its requirement for 100 fL over large picture
have used UV from the cathode glow to excite phew areas, is even more difficult.
Hitachi devised a designin which the cathode glow is
phors.
An early attempt to make a gas-discharge TV displjy well coupled to phosphor dots (Figs. 9 and10) [64], 1651.
was described by Philips Research Laboratories in 1938 This also makes provision for self-scanning in the vertical
direction (in TV applications, self-scanning has been used
[60]. This was a straightforward dc matrix, operatedli.3e
a
the
a t a time. An ingenious ingredientwas the use of an ano- in the relatively slow vertical direction, rather than in
for alphanumeric disdized aluminum center sheet. This served to space altd horizontal direction more usual
plays-).Although the pictureswere of good quality, lumiinsulate the electrodewires and was easily fabricated.
Both Zenith and
Bell Laboratories used essent,iall:y nance and efficiency were low, and there was also a sigstandard-construction Burroughs “Self-Scan” panels ; o nificant problem with life, since the phosphors became
display TV pictures; a photograph and the display p+ coated with material sputtered from the nearby cathrameters are shown
in Figs. 7 and8 [61]-[63]. Both disp1a:m odes.
Workers a t Sony havealso produced color T V pictures
showed TV pictures in real time; the Bell Laboratories
display worked on “Picturephone” standards, while t k e [66], [67]. Their design is much simpler (Pigs. 11and 12)
Zenith display operated on U.S. broadcast standards. Thit; and has the further advantage thatis built
it
upof thick-
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incoming line of video. The formatof the signals driving
an alphanumeric display can be readily tailored to this
requirement, but aT V signal must pass through a highspeed sample-and-hold circuit before being stored. Furthermore, in the image-display application, nonuniformity
of the columns is much more objectionable than in alphanumeric or graphics applications. Most workers are
now convinced that the only way to achieve satisfactory
uniformity among the large number of column drivers
needed for image displaysis to make this circuitry digital,
which in turn requires analog-to-digital converters capable
of operating at T V rates. Such circuitsare being developed
in IC form [69],[70].

B. Positive Column

A promising approach to higher luminance and efficiency is the use of the positive column as a sourceof UV
to excite phosphors, and this work has been pursued by
Philips [71]-[73], General Telephone & Electronics [74],
[75], and Zenith [76], 1771. The Zenith geometry is shown
in Fig. 13. It includes self-scanning. The column is in the
plane of the display,so that radiation from the phosphor
is used efficiently. High efficiency-3.4 lm/W a t 360-fL
green spot luminance and TV duty factor-is promoted
by restricting the cross section of the positive column and
choosing gas pressures toincrease the rate atwhich elecFig. 9. Schematic of Hitachi’s self-scanning display. The phosphor is
well coupled to the cathodeglow [64], [65].
trons arelost to thewalls. The result is to raise the electron
temperature and thus the rate
of ionization inthe positive
column.
The
working
gas
is
mercury,
with helium as a
panel size:
120 x 160 nun2
resolution:
buffer gas; to get a sufficiently high mercury pressure,the
1
m
m
a r e a l luminance, B ( w h i t e ) : 5 fL
panel must be operated at about 80°C, which presents
pea.k luminance ((red)
2700 fL
g r e e n:) :
some obvious problems in a commercial device. Operating
11000 fL
voltages are also higher than is convenient, but thisis a
(blue) :
1400 fL
power
consumption
(panel)
:
14 W
more tractable problem than the temperature.
f ’ ei cf i e(nwc y
hite)
:
0.05 I
m
p
At Hitachi there has been
work onseveral variationsof
c o n t r a s t r a t i o (hax/&in)
: 8 : ~
I
positive-column geometry. A recent publication [78] de(%ax/%
:
o v e r 3 0 0 :i
g r a y scale (circuitry) : g
64
scribes a cell in which Xe radiation excites phosphors to
“
(visual) :
8
give high spot luminances(1750 fL at unity duty factor)
chromaticity coordinates,
(red) :
-0.56,
~ ~ 0 . 3 1 but with only 0.87-ll’m/W efficiency. With the use of a
(green) :
Xx0.22, F O . 6 8
cathode resistor. and appropriatevoltages, the discharge
(blue) :
x=0.17, ~ 0 . 1 4
can be switched between priming and display cells by a
Fig. 10. Performance of the Hitachi display [64], [65].
pulse; the cell has memory, but modulation at adequate
light output requires on-times
of a substantial fraction
of
film layers, which should eventuallybe less expensive than
so it appears that the
external circuitrywould
a frame time,
the more complicated etched or machined structures of
be complex andexpensive.
Burroughs and Hitachi. The Sony display
also makes use
These workers have
also introduced a constriction into
of combined amplitude and pulsewidth modulation t o the positive columnto increase the output[79], [go]. With
permit the useof entirely digital driveelectronics. How- this arrangement, luminousefficiency greater than 1lm/W
ever, one price for the simple panelconstruction has been for green has been reported.
the 1.0s~
of the self-scanning feature,
so a driveris needed
for each row and each column.
In afull-resolution color-TV C. Constricted Glow
display thiswould require some 1500 column drivers and Workers a t Toshiba have described a different approach,
in which a glow discharge is constricted (Fig. 14) by an
500 row drivers [68].
Like the dc alphanumeric
displays described earlier, all aperture in an insulator [81], [82]. The luminance from
of these displays operate line-at-a-time, that is, the T V such a constriction can be high, and the discharge can be
signal is stored in a register containing as many “bins” asmoved from electrode to electrode(Fig. 15) at rates that
for TV. It is not yet
there are columns. Each bin then drives a column
for an may eventually approach those needed
TV
entire line time while another storeis loaded with the next clear what the limitationsof this approach are; small
I
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Cathode

(a)
Anode

Barrier ElectKOde

mm

B a r r i e rG l a s s

Ribs

(b)

Base

P;mel

- ._

I

I

Cathode
(4

Fig. 11. Schematics of the Sony TV display. The barrier‘I!lectrodes are biased to alower potential than the anodes to prevent
Cross section of the
the discharge from jumping the thick-film ribs to produce crosstalk
[67]. (a) Panel construction. (b)
monochrome panel. (c)Cross section of the color panel.

D. Electron-Excited Phosphors
Since thereis a large supplyof electrons inall regions
of the discharge, it is tempting to use these to excite
48 (16 EACH C O L O R )
phosphors by cathodoluminescence. Perhaps the earliest
I O P E R A T I N GV O L T A G E I 160 v
I 230 v
I attempt alongthese lines wasby Kazan [83].Later,
I POWER C O N S U M P T I O N 1 low (PANELEDRIVERS) I I5w (PANELEDRIVERS)
I workers at Bell Laboratories used essentially the geometry
of the Burroughs “Self-scan” with the faceplate coated
with a low-voltageblue-emitting phosphor[84].Electrons
CONTRAST RATIO
were accelerated by the rise in electric fieldat the anode,
__I-.
the so-called “anode fall”(see Fig. l),and the combination
Fig. 12. Performance of the Sony display [671.
of the blue light from
the phosphor and the light
red of the
pictures have been made, hut at element
dwell times thal; neon cathodeglow gave a white output, buta t lower effifor broad. ciency and luminance than the cathode
glow alone. There
were a factorof 60 greater than those required
cast TV.
has been other work onusing the electrons in the discharge,
1 . 5 N M EACH COLOR)
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So far, the work withelectronexcitationhasbeen
hampered by the fact that theelectrons available are of low
energy--10-20 eV
(except for the small fraction of electrons with cathode-fall energies that may reach the anode).
There is only one phosphor, ZnO, which operates a t such
low energies, and itgives only blue-green light.While this
can be satisfactory for numeric displays, as indicatedby
the substantialcommercial success of vacuum-fluorescent
devices, it is not completely satisfactory for imagedisplays.
Overall efficiencies have been less than 0.1 lm/W in the
work so far reported.

E. AC Panels

There have been two general approaches to the use of
ac panels forimagedisplay. In the first, the memory
property is used directly, and modulation is effected either
by changing the duty factor
or changingthe densityof illuminated elementson the panel [35], [86],[87].Changing
the duty factor requires the
use of an externalmemory to
determine when in the frame each picture element shall
be turned on or off. Ingenious techniques, have been devised to minimize the amountof external circuity required,
but itis still substantial.
Varying the density of illuminated e1eme:nts on the panel
means, in effect, that a single picture elementwill comprise
several elements of the display, and so the information
EMISSION
density of the panel must be reduced. [Jsing a scheme
POSITIVE SPACE
called ordered dither, Judice and his co-workers a t Bell
Laboratories have worked out an ingenious compromise
between information densityon the panel. and gray-scale
"K
AXIAL POTENTIALrange 1881-[92]. This general approach is not dependent
Fig. 14. Schematic of the constricted-glow device reported by Toshiba. on the repetition period of the T V signal, and so gray-scale
The light is viewed through the transparent anode[82].
images can be produced withthe picture information remaining static for hours orvarying a t 'I'V rates. The
memory capability of the ac panel provides the storage,
H-SCAN TERMINAL
This should provide a significant augmientation to the
usefulness of the ac panel, especially since no changes
are
required in otherwise standard panels;all the picture
processing is done in external circuitry.
A number of techniques for modulating the light inBRIGHT
TRANSPARENT
SPOT
tensity from ac panelsby changing the discharge parameters have been tried; work by Nolan a t Owens-Illinois
looks promising[36]-[38]. The approalch is simple in
principle: the sustainvoltage is held a t a value toolow to
give full regeneration of the charge stored in the series
V-SCAN TERMINAL
capacitance. Hence, after a write pulse, there
is a train of
Fig. 15. Scanning of the Toshiba device [82]. The discharge is started
discharges that get more and more
feeble asless charge is
at the left (V-scan terminal) moved
and from hole to hole in the insulator bly pulsing the electrode surrounding the next hole up and the transferred with each firing until finally the discharge seelectrode where the discharge is now, down. Because the hole on the
quence terminates (see Fig. 16). The numberof firing cysame horizontal line is primed more strongly thanholes on adjacent
cles is a functionof the amplitude ofthe
write pulse,so this
rows, the discharge travels in the same row. Self-scanning, like that
shown in Figs. 3-6, can be employed in this device.
scheme translates the amplitude
of the write pulseinto the
duty factorof the resulting pulse train. Slottow's analysis
notably at the laboratories
of the Japanese Broadcasting [16] can be usedto visualize the operatio:n of this scheme.
of the
System (NHK) [85].In their work, the product of pressure The approach requires tailoring the characteristics
and distance between electrodeswas low, the gas was he- gas in thepanel to favor the operation, and while gray-scale
efficiency
lium, and they think that at leastsome of the electrons rendition is good, the luminance and luminous
low. Picture uniformity requires both uniform
reaching the phosphor were electrons emitted from the are both still
panel characteristics and uniform drive
electronics: cf.
cathode, withenergies of about 150 eV.

Fig. 13. :Schematic of a phosphor-coated, UV-excited, helium-plusmercury, positive-column discharge cell. The cell size is approximately
correct for a 50-in-diagonal thin-screen color TV. Topulse the cell at
TV rates, thegas is primed with starting particles and photons. The
starting particles are continuously made by a dc discharge behind the
cathode ribbon. They enter thegroove via a smallhole in the cathode.
A 60-ps current pulse is discharged through thegroove once every 33.3
ms. This produces a positive column in the groove. Ultraviolet radiation
from the positive column excites the phosphor coating the groove.
Fluorescent li h t asses through thepositive column and theclear glass
to the viewerj76f
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Fig. 16. Direct modulation of an ac panel with memory. The 1-1 aintaining-voltage amplitude VMis belowthat necessary to give men~ory.
The charge deposited in the wall capacitances on the first (tris ger)
pulse is a function of the amplitude V T of that pulse. This chargc! determines the numberof maintain-voltage cycles for which the cell will
wavefire and lightbe produced. The drawing shows pulse and light
forms for two different trigger voltages[38].
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components, including the power supply, required to make
the display function and interface it with the resto f t h e
system.
For numeric displays larger than about 3/4 in high, the
lower cost of gas-discharge devices tends to override the
associated circuit costs,and gas-discharge numerics still
have a significant market position. In particular, cashregister and other point-of-sale applications are being
well
served by gas-discharge displays, although there are also
many 7-segment incandescent displays in service. While
there shouldbe a potentialfor liquid crystals in these applications, they have not yet appeared
in quantity in
commercial devices.
Improved construction techniques, schemes for lower
switching voltages, and less-expensive drive circuits should
continue to keep gas-discharge
devices competitive, even
as LED pricesmove lower.
Some of the newer technologies, like electrophoretic
displays, may well make their first market appearance in
this setof applications.

Section V-A. The approachcould provide a simple me3ns
for producing real-timeT V pictures.
All of these approaches must contend with the limitedB. Multi-Digit Dot-Matrix Alphanumeric Displays
luminance and luminous efficiency of ac panels. W:llile
In these applications,where more than a hundred inthere are many applications for
which these will be a i e quate, it appears that
major improvements will be neeclad dividual lamps may be required, gas-discharge devices
before the performanceof the CRT is seriously challenlped have a substantialedge. The availability of self-scanning
reduces the system cost a greatdeal, as indicated in Section
in imaging applications.Thesingle-sidedpanelconIV-A, and thedevice cost itself will generally be less than
struction mentioned earlier may help. However, dc ,apthat
of competing technologies.
proaches seem tobe ahead at this writing.
For multiline character displays, the competition
is
CRT’s,
other
techbetween
gas-discharge
displays
and
VI. THECOMPETITIVESITUATION
nologies are not yeton the market. The CRT
is a mature
Displays compete with other typesof displays, and h:is and formidable competitor, but isitbulky. For oneor two
competitive situation is a function of the devices thern- lines of characters, the gas-discharge
devices should have
selves, the associated circuitry, andthe applications. The a significant advantage; for displays of more lines than this,
competition is a fluid one and the status changes
a l m x t the competitionis harder, especially where space considmonthly.
erations are not important.
Both ac and dcdevices are being used in these applicaA. Seven-Segment Numeric Displays
tions, andon a significant scale: there are probablymore
This is a marketwhich opened up rapidly with thet d - than 40 000 multiline gas-discharge dot-matrix displays
vent of small calculators. In its
early stages, gas-discha.rge in service. Twosubstantialcomputermanufacturers,
ac devices, redisplays wereof great importance, but they
were rapicl ly Burroughs and IBM, are installing dc and
challenged by LED’s, vacuum fluorescents, and
liqtujd spectively, in terminals of their manufacture. Burroughs
crystals. A t present, gas-discharge numerics are used
ol:dy sells its “Self-Scan” displays to other manufacturers as
well. Other major suppliers of ac dot-matrix displays are
in large calculators. Vacuum fluorescents have become
increasingly important; LED’s are used in very inexpensive Owens-Illinois, whose “Digivue” is probablythebest
and very expensive calculators, but less in intermedic l,e known and mostwidely used device of this type, Fujitsu,
models. Liquid crystals have been making only slow i n - and Nippon Electric Company.
All of these devices are expensive to build, and there
is
roads, although their penetrationis beginning toaccel#t!rcontinuing
work
on
reducing
manufacturing
cost
as
well
ate.
The principal reasonsfor this situation appear to
be the as circuit cost. The geometryof dc self-scanning devices
necessity of supplying about200 V for gas-discharge de- looks more complicated than that of ac panels, but the
vices, plus the requirement for interface circuitrywhi :h difficulties of holding the electrode, dielectric, and lowis more expensive than that required for competing cle- work-function coatings within acceptable tolerances apvices. The additional power-supply and interface
com]cw- pear tobe such thatac panels are notnecessarily less exnents raise the system cost, even though the displaydevice pensive than dc devices of the same size, while the peitself may cost less than its competitors. This illustrates ripheral circuitry is more expensive for ac than for dc.
the point that thecost of a display system must be coo- Recent advances in dc “Self-Scan” display geometry may
sidered as the system cost: the device itself and all tlle give this device an advantage [93].
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